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About This Game

Story

War...
No one knows when or how it started.

In the lands controlled by humans, one fights in the name of peace and justice, one battles for no reason other than to fight, one
battles out of greed, to gain more land, and like this, they all faded in the fighting.

The victor edits history to put them in a favorable light, and removes anything that they deem unflattering...
As a result, humanity has lost many things to the wars.

Territory, technology, and their true history...
Now there's not a single country that’s lasted more than 50 years...

Description

Lost Technology is a real-time-strategy (RTS) siege game.
The game is centred around three major phases:

Phase One: Turn-Based War Strategy
Recruit units, and build your army. Find those who will fight for you, command their movements and formation to smoothly

prepare to assault your enemy’s territories, or being diplomacy to build peaceful and prosperous relations.
Phase Two: Real-Time Battle

Co-ordinate your army and navigate them through the battle field. With a variety of terrains, attacks and formations, utilize
them all to overpower and defeat your enemy.
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Phase Three: Story Event
Play through scenarios, each triggered by special events within the game. Your choices and interactions here will affect your

strategy and progression.

You must take control of all territories to complete the game.

The World

At a glance, the world of Lost Technology appears to resemble the Middle Ages, as well as a fantasy setting.
However, civilization had once exceeded our current level of scientific advancement.

This drastic difference in advancement is due to the decaying effects of ongoing war. What remains in the game is the world
experienced by the player.

Long ago when the realms were undivided, there existed incredibly advanced technology that we could not even imagine.

This technology would be:
"Weaponry", "Ideology", "Appliances", "Theory", "Manufacture", "Speech", "Craft", "Knowledge", "Study" and "Law"...

A wide range of fields that were developed over long periods of history.

However, most of this has now been lost through the endless wars.
The player's mission is to choose a single power and bring an end to the wars, once again creating a world of peace.

Game Structure

Turn-Based War Strategy Phase

Real-Time Battle Phase

Story Event Phase

War Strategy Phase (Turn-Based)

Form your squad
Assemble your ideal team of warriors.

Attack
Once prepared, move to attack the enemy region.
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Recruit troops
Recruit standard troops and strengthen your army.

Recruit comrades
You can recruit powerful comrades in your region.

Diplomacy
Deepen your bonds with those you would rather not fight.

Battle Phase (Real-Time)

Move your army into battle.

Command your army into various formations.

Lead your solders into battle with a variety of attacks.

Many components are automatic, allowing for a good flow and making each engagement short and satisfying.

Event phase
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There are various factors which can trigger the event phase.

You increased your territory.

You befriended a specific comrade.

Your territory borders another country.

You destroyed another country.

You met a certain comrade on the battlefield.

The event will display story text with occasional choices to be made by the player.

Features

Over 100 comrade units (generals) with their own beautiful illustrations by Agahari!

Carefully chosen music samples, as well as compositions from the legendary Cranky!

The differences between the Japanese and English versions

This is a game has a large amount of story text for each playable faction. Ideally we would like to provide fully localized
versions for each respective faction, however, the size and scale of the game meant that a full localization would be extremely
difficult to provide all at once, and so only the six factions known as the Reinald Empire, Makan, Álfheim, Kingdom of Gug,

Castus and Dragon Knights of Fevnr are included in the English release.
It is possible to start with any of the other playable factions, but story events will not occur and only the simulation part of the

game may be played.

The Japanese version still contains the currently available free version, all of the basic functions without changes, and all
factions are included in full right off the bat.

(We had to remove some fan content from the build due to the copyright issues though.)
However, it will be distributed as a paid title due to adjustments made specifically for Steam and the addition of trading cards,

etc.
We currently plan to look carefully at how this title sells (including sales within Japan) and will proceed with the localization of
the remaining factions in accordance with the sales numbers. The remaining factions are set to be distributed as additional DLC
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in the future. Please stay tuned for more news regarding further details.

With your support, we hope to provide players with Lost Technology in its full glory!

Developer's Voice

- Developer: CB-SXF6
We’ve finally managed to make our way up to release.

We’ve come quite a long way in the two-plus years since PLAYISM first reached out to us on March 16th, 2015.
Lost Technology is an appropriation of a game program called Vahrenturga.

Vahrenturga was the winner of the 2009 game contest held by the major Japanese free game posting site Freem!, and boasts
over 200,000 downloads.

I became obsessed with this game and spent an immeasurable amount of time playing it before subsequently becoming obsessed
with creating mods, and then finally using the game system to create my own original title.

That title is Lost Technology.
Therefore, this program wasn’t created by our team, and the cooperation of the creator of the original game “Nanaashi”, was

absolutely necessary for us to be able to release Lost Technology overseas.
Nanaashi was extremely happy to hear about our plans for an English version, and I myself was a huge fan of Vahrenturga, so I

did everything in my power to ensure that this game could be released.
In Japanese, kanji characters can be utilized to shorten all sorts of texts, but that’s not possible in English.

There are some parts in which the text simply could not be made shorter.
Due to this, we often had issues with the game screen requiring tweaking in order to keep all of the necessary text visible and in
place. Each time this occurred, Nanaashi helped immensely by accepting our requests for the required tweaks and adjustments.
Furthermore, we also had some very serious problems with differences in non-Japanese OS text encoding, and these problems

became so serious at one point that we actually came close to giving up on the release altogether.
However, Nanaashi was somehow able to figure out and solve the source of these problems, allowing us to finally bring the

game to release. I honestly cannot thank Nanaashi enough.
To all of our overseas players who enjoy Lost Technology:

I would be enthralled if all of you would check out and play Vahrenturga as well since it's game program can be used freely, so
as long as you have the various materials in place, you, too, can make your very own original strategy SLG on the same game

system.

- "Vahrenturga" developer: Nanaashi
Congratulations on the release of the English version of Lost Technology.

As the creator of the original, I am truly honored to have Vahrenturga used as the base system for this expansive strategy-
simulation title featuring beautiful illustrations, music, and voice work.

Thank you very much.

- "Hatoful Boyfriend" developer, and writer for the Kingdom of Gug Scenario: Hato Moa
Congratulations on Lost Technology and the English release of the Kingdom of Gug scenario!

It’s really deeply moving to think that those funky frogs are setting off out into the world.
Since it is, after all, a music-themed scenario, please be sure to check out the awesome original songs, too.

Have fun!

Frequently Asked Questions

See all the questions here.
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short sweet and over 9000 lasers
tip look up controls. This is an amazing shoot'em up. It looks great and always ran incredibly smooth on my old Toshiba laptop,
despite the vast number of enemies and bullets on screen at any given time. The looting and upgrade system is loads of fun and
really keeps you playing. The only con would be that the campaign only took me about 5 hours to beat, but for the price and
genre that's absolutely fine and there is plenty of replayability with different difficulties and a survival mode.

Overall, stunning game 10\/10.. OK so, let's start :P
Pro's:
-Good gameplay
-Good ideas
-I thinks this game could be a very good game
-Cheap
-nice crafting and market ideas

Bad's
-Falay AI (not very inteligent sorry Falay)
-Invincible ai (yup you have good AI thats almost invincible)
-Spam!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! of d1cks

So my word ,is that if you have like it was a sale and it was like 50 cents so if you can buy it :3
And keep in mind it's in Early Acces :D so if you come with cool ideas you can talk with the creators and have your ideas in
game :3
Sweeeeet game for that price :)
7\/10 (compared with L4D)
+15\/10 (compared with How To Survive)
6.5\/10 (compared with my global rating system). Much, much too short to be at all satisfying.. Highly recommend this game.
Awesome campaign, awesome graphics, tons of vehicles, weapons and huge maps and missions. Can't believe this came out in
2008. It has better graphics than games that are coming out today. It's too bad that the online multiplayer was shutdown. But if
you can get a group of friends to get it, LAN still works. I played this game a ton on the xbox 360. The Xbox version even
supported 50 players in one match while PC version supported 64. That was huge in 2008. It's a ton of fun. Environments are
partially destructable in case you don't like the other team's house and you have a tank.. Twice now all save data has been
erased, fun game but really frustrating to lose 10 hours of progress for no visible reason. I recommend the game only if this
issue gets fixed. Heroes of monkey tavern is what i would call a sleeper, its desgin and gameplay is great and has what you
expect and more from this type of game, i would say its a must to play so don't waste time go and buy it now. Arcadecraft has a
lot of potential to be a good fun game, but unfortunately a great idea with a poor execution. The idea of having your own arcade
is probably a fun idea for a lot of us that enjoy playing video games and this is supposed to provide a good fun simulation of it.

Unlike another similar store simluation game, Recettear, Arcadecraft unfortunatly suffers from almost all aspect of what you
should NOT do in this type of game. The idea sounds simple, buy arcade cabinets, set a price and hope you will make a profit
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from it. But in this game, it seems none of what you do matter and all it is becomes a repetitive dread of hitting spacebar, tab,
and enter.

Unlike Recettear, there is no point in choosing which cabinet to buy or to find an optimum price or placement of the machine,
despite what the game tells you that it does. All you need to do is to save up enough money to buy one of each cabinet, set it in
the store, and start smashing spacebar to collect money. Any price\/difficulty other than the default will result in an un-optimum
pay rates and it seems like cabinet placement gives little incentive\/consequence to how popular it will be.

Unless you are aiming for a high score to compare to other people, there is really no point or incentive to keep on playing the
game. If you can surive the first year with any profits, then you can't possibly lose the game if you just sell the old machine and
replace them with new machines. There isn't even any reason to decorate the store as it makes no impacts to the store's
popularity.

TL;DR, Arcadecraft is repetitive and boring, if you want a good store simluation game, go buy Recettear. So this is a tricky
game, not in difficulty I mean as in if its good or not. Its listed as a being similar to unreal tournament and I got more of a FPS
Moba feel. I may be wrong but I was unable to find out as I searched for players in US-East\/West and on the Europe servers
and only ever found me. I would imagine because it just launched and is still early here. I may try again later and see if I can
find a match.

So there was some neat things here, the shop system was a good feature and allows you to create your own play style. Visually its
nice could use a tad bit of love, the sounds are pretty solid.
My one concern is the price I understand its a indie game and they have bills to pay also but 20$ is a little high.
Id say if a solid player base grows this game would be worth buying.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/UJ5XNaAeWWE
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End war is a very good game if you pride yourself on being a staragist
This game is amazing in it's skill tree and it's voice command system althugh the game feel a little incomplete or missing DLC
because there's only 3 Nations to choose from and Half of the world is not playable but I would defitnitly reccomend this game
too any one who loves sratgey. A hilariously dark bad guy perspective, paired with a "1 more turn" gameplay mechanic.
Slumlord simulator is quite fun.
If you don't agree, I'm gonna raise the rent until you do!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/LXGFT4cyEg4. game is hilarious with friends but the fun only last for a few minutes then it gets repetitive.
not worth the 20. Trying to solve a puzzle while looking at attacking zombies to try to shoot them with a wrongly mapped wqsd
has absolutely no interest. I'll grab the card and uninstall...

Edit: I finally found the way to play as a "normal" puzzle, without having to shoot the zombies. But still, I do not recommend
this game, the images are not that intersting and pretty ugly. Very few interest into playing it. There are much more interesting
"pixel puzzles" out there.. I don't know how this piece of crap system got an 80% percent in good ratings. My experiences with
it at first were pretty decent, though the recording was jumpy when I played it. Then after a while, I changed the settings a bit,
and my whole game crashed... I have to restart the software to get it to work, and now it has limited my options on what I can
choose in the options and I don't know how to get said options back... I trust Action! better than this. Buggy and needs updates
bad, so for now, I dont recommend.. I have played about 3 hours on the beta for Afterlife Empire, and just over an hour on the
steam release now. I really want to say that this is a solid game. While it does have it's flaws, it offers fun gameplay and hours of
enjoyment at a very reasonable price.

Pros: A solid sim\/strat game that offers good replayability. The audio is decent but not amazing. The graphics are the same. The
graphics feel more like they were made for a tablet\/mobile phone game than a straight out PC release. But the game runs very
smoothly. The only bugs I encountered were during the tutorial. The gameplay is more casual than most of the Theme games, or
Sim games, but that actually helps to work in it's favor imo. I could play for 20-30 minutes and feel I accomplished something,
or I could play for an hour or more. This is a game that I will recommend to my friends who like sim\/strat type games or who
like mobile\/casual games. For the price it is a serious buy.

Cons: The few bugs I did see were during the tutorial. I could not click on objectives, and had to escape out of the tutorial
during the beta (so these bugs MAY be fixed now). This made it harder to get into the game at first. The graphics, for a PC
game, could be better. For my taste I would enjoy more RPG elements, i.e. levelups, or stats... but that is my own personal taste.

Warning!: There is some controversy surrounding this game because of the #GamerGate situation. I say forget that crap and
give the game a try yourself. For the $5 pricetag you get a lot more out of it then most games that are 15-20 bucks on release. I
have enjoyed my time playing this game and I hope you will as well.

8/28 Update:
Hi All

We have just updated Lost Technology with the following fixes:

Fixed: Several text issues for the dungeon mode.

Fixed: For some units, their voice or texts were not shown.

Fixed: Parameters for some skill had wrong values.

Fixed: Other small text issues.

We hope you continue to enjoy the game.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/420520/Lost_Technology/. Playism Weekly Sales - A Week of Wonder!:
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Playism has kicked off the week with an exciting collection of Playism Games on sale!
Dive into and explore new worlds full of wonder, galore and more!

We have also set a lot of our new games on sale, including La-Mulana 2, Hakoniwa Explorer Plus and Ark Noir, which opens up
to new, unexplored areas and exciting discoveries.

View the full sale list on Steam!
View the full sale list on the Playism Blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Other Languages. Up to 80% off in the Winter Sales:
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Its that time of year again, and we have set our games on sale to join in with the Winter Sales!
Check out our catalog with fantastic indie games up to 80% off!!

Discover all the sales on our games in our Sale List!

View our Sales now!

---

Playism. Pixel Game Maker MV - Now on Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!

We are happy to announce that this week, we'll be offering Pixel Game Maker MV - the latest entry in the Maker series,
currently being distributed by Playism - at a 20% off discount for our Weekly Sale.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/837510/Pixel_Game_Maker_MV__MV/

Pixel Game Maker MV allows you to create all sorts of original games without any programming ability required whatsoever.
For example, you could even create your own version of La-Mulana 2!

*This image features a boss battle created using Pixel Game Maker MV.

Pixel Game Maker MV is currently in Early Access, and we're in the process of gathering feedback and requests from many of
our players. Don't miss this opportunity to give the title a spin!

We hope you enjoy Pixel Game Maker MV!

Other Languages. Playism Publisher Sale - Up to 80% off!:
We are finishing off our 8th anniversary month with a huge sale on Steam!
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We want to thank everyone who has been a part of Playism in the past 8 years, we couldn’t have done any of this without all you
amazing people!

We have nearly our whole catalog on sale for up to 80% off!

For extra deals, don't forget to check out our bundles!

Playism Strategy Bundle
Contains: Unholy Heights, Rime Berta, Magic Potion Explorer, A Healer Only Lives Twice

Playism JRPG Bundle
Contains: One Way Heroics, Artifact Adventure, LiEat, Helen's Mysterious Castle

Playism 2D Action Bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Kero Blaster, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight

PLAYISM Metroidvania bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight, La-Mulana 2, Touhou Luna Nights

Check out the full list of games on our Steam Page, or on our blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Playism
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